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The kinetic mechanisms underlying bottom-up assembly of colloidal particles have been widely
investigated in efforts to control crystallization pathways and to direct growth into targeted super-
structures for applications including photonic crystals. Current work builds on recent progress in
the development of kinetic theories for crystal growth of body-centered-cubic crystals in systems
with short-range inter-particle interactions, accounting for a greater diversity of crystal structures
and the role of the longer-ranged interactions and orientational degrees of freedom arising in polar
systems. We address the importance of orientational ordering processes in influencing crystal growth
in such polar systems, thus advancing the theory beyond the treatment of the translational order-
ing processes considered in previous investigations. The work employs comprehensive molecular-
dynamics simulations that resolve key crystallization processes, and are used in the development of
a quantitative theoretical framework based on ideas from time-dependent Ginzburg-Landau theory.
The significant impact of orientational ordering on the crystallization kinetics could be potentially
leveraged to achieve crystallization kinetics steering through external electric or magnetic fields.
Our combined theory/simulation approach provides opportunities for future investigations of more
complex crystallization kinetics.
INTRODUCTION
The structural ordering kinetics in crystallization can
be complicated by orientational degrees of freedom
(DOF) of the building-block particles. This complexity
is widely prevalent in the crystallization of colloidal par-
ticles interacting with each other via anisotropic orienta-
tional interactions, ranging from colloids with induced
electric/magnetic dipole moments[1–4], to patchy[5–7]
or Janus[8–10] colloids. In particular, this seemingly
increased complexity offers advantages over the simple
atomic systems, i.e., the possibility to steer the crys-
tallization kinetics via external (electric or magnetic)
fields[1, 4, 11]. However, despite the importance of quan-
titatively regulating colloidal self-assembly (or crystal-
lization) process[12–15] and its potential for photonic
applications[16–18], currently existing theoretical frame-
work can accurately predict crystallization kinetics in-
volving both the translational and orientational DOF,
even on a qualitative level.
The classical kinetic theory of crystallization is rooted
in transition-state theory, the crystal/melt interface
(CMI) velocity, VI, is expressed as the product of a term
containing the thermodynamic driving force ∆G(T ) and
a rate-limiting term V0(T ) reflecting the kinetics of the
microscopic processes of particle attachment to the grow-
ing crystal, i.e., VI = V0(T ){1−exp[∆G(T )/kBT ]}. Pref-
actor V0(T ) has been suggested to be limited by the fre-
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quency with which particles collide at crystal surfaces[21]
or the thermally activated diffusion in the melt phase[22],
and subject to fitting parameters. Hence, the valida-
tion of different classical kinetic theoretical models re-
lies on the fitting performance. Besides the traditional
route, the modern kinetic theory of crystallization is de-
rived from the classical density-functional theory (DFT)
of freezing and inhomogeneous liquid systems.[23, 24]
As the prominent representative, the time-dependent
Ginzburg-Landau (TDGL) theory recently developed by
Wu et al.[25] suggests that the crystalline orientation-
dependent density waves govern VI near melting point
(Tm) at CMIs as well as the relaxation time scale of
density fluctuation. In contrast to the classical the-
ory, TDGL theory are subject to zero fitting parame-
ters, yielding a direct quantitative prediction of both the
magnitude and the anisotropy of the CMI kinetic coeffi-
cient (µ= VITm−T ) - an essential determinant of the growth
morphology[26]. Unfortunately, the existing TDGL the-
ory is limited to the body-centered cubic (bcc) crystal
structure, treating only the translational DOF.
The goal of this paper is to extend the framework
of TDGL theory of CMI µ developed by Wu et al. to
treat crystal structures beyond bcc and to take into ac-
count orientational ordering of the dipolar particles dur-
ing the crystallization. The current study focuses pri-
marily on CMI systems modeled with a simple dipolar
particle model, which can mimic three different struc-
tural types of CMIs, including fcc/melt, obco/melt and
obco/omelt (hereafter, “o” refers to “orientationally or-
dered or ferroelectric or ferromagnetic” and “bco” refers
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FIG. 1. (a-e) Heating-cooling curves in the particle number densities n (black) and the polarization densities P (red) corre-
sponding to EDM particle systems with five different M∗. Open and filled square represent fcc and obco structures, respectively.
Open and filled circles represent orientationally disordered melt and omelt, respectively. Black and red arrows denote the crys-
tal/melt phase transition, and Curie transition. Vertical dotted line denotes Tm. The error bars are smaller than the size of
the symbol. (f-j) Schematic diagrams of the crystal/melt phase coexistence structural type. More information about the bulk
properties is summarized in the Supplementary Information.
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FIG. 2. EDM particles are color-coded as orientationally parallel (red) or antiparallel (blue) to the polarization direction,
according to the degree of the particle dipolar orientation matching the mean direction of the bulk polarization. (a): the CMI
is completely orientationally disordered. (b): the ferroelectric obco crystal is grown from the orientationally disordered melt
phase, in which polarization state blends from mixed color to uniform color accompanied by the increase of the degrees of
crystallinity. (c): all dipolar particles are aligned in the same direction in both bulk and interface transition region. The time
evolution of the NEMD trajectories is provided with the animation format in Supplementary Videos. (d): VI as a function of TI
derived from free-solidification simulations for the five M∗ systems, represented with square and circle symbols for fcc(100) (or
obco(100)) and fcc(011) (or obco(001)). The weighted-least-square fits to the data are represented with thin and thick lines, the
slopes of the fits yield the CMI kinetic coefficients µ. (e): Tm versus M
∗, data points (red pluses) of the Stockmayer system[19]
coincide well with the EDM system. The biquadratic variation in Tm(M
∗) is likely due to the biquadratic M∗ dependence of
the second virial coefficient[20]. (f): CMI µ of the EDM polar particle system predicted by NEMD simulations.
to “body-centered-orthorhombic”, for simplicity). The formalism of TDGL theory covering the above CMIs has
3been carried out by deriving analytical expressions for µ.
We confirm the validity of the extended TDGL theory
by using molecular-dynamics based “computer experi-
ments” and show that our theory is sufficiently robust
to quantitatively interpret the differences in the CMI
structure and translational/rotational dynamics of dipo-
lar particles into a definite difference in µ. The roles of
each contributing parameters in the analytical expression
of µ governing the magnitude and anisotropy among dif-
ferent crystal faces are discussed, yielding fundamental
insight into the connection between µ and inter-particle
interactions, and the recognition of application poten-
tial in quantitatively tuning the crystallization kinetics.
Our integration of simulation and theory could facilitate
further extensions of the TDGL theory for broader cate-
gories of interface phase transition kinetics.
RESULTS
We focus primarily on dipolar particle systems mod-
eled with the Extended Dipole Model[27] (EDM). The
use of EDM enables one to develop a generic understand-
ing of the bulk and interface thermodynamics of dipolar
particle systems. Nonetheless, compared with the point
dipole model[19, 28], EDM is physically more relevant
and it has been shown to accurately capture both struc-
tural and dielectric properties of real polar liquids[29]
in the coarse-grained MD simulation. In this work, we
present a systematic simulation study of the dependence
of CMI kinetic coefficient µ on the inter-particle interac-
tions, i.e., M . Specifically, five different magnitudes of
M∗=0, 12 , 1,
√
2, 2 are considered (varying q while fix-
ing the dipole elongation d∗=0.15). Hereafter, the super-
script asterisk denotes dimensionless reduced units. Note
that, the EMD model applies to both electric and mag-
netic dipoles. As shown in FIG.1 and in the Supplemen-
tary Information, EDM crystal and melt can coexist over
five M∗ systems, mimicking three different structural
types of CMIs (fcc/melt, obco/melt and obco/omelt).
FIG.2(a-c) shows representative CMI configurations
during the non-equilibrium molecular dynamics (NEMD)
simulation of growing fcc and obco crystals. For eachM∗,
two CMI orientations are considered. Near Tm, the in-
terface velocities VI vary linearly with the interface tem-
perature TI over all data-sets in FIG.2(d). The results of
µ extracted through the slope of VI versus TI are sum-
marized in FIG.2(f) and TABLE.I. For M∗=0, both the
magnitudes and the anisotropy are statistically identical
to those calculated for the LJ system[30]. In contrast to
the biquadratic increase of Tm over all five M
∗ systems,
the quadratically decreasing trend of µ(M) is valid for the
fcc/melt and obco/melt CMIs, while the M∗ = 2 system
does not follow the decreasing trend. The magnitude of
µ of the (100) orientation is higher than that of fcc(011)
or obco(001). The magnitudes of the kinetic anisotropy
for the three fcc/melt CMIs are unaffected by the dipole
strength of the EDM particles and are identical to the
value of the LJ system (1.52)[30]. It is interesting to find
that obco/melt CMI system has an identical magnitude
of kinetic anisotropy (1.56(8)) as fcc/melt CMI systems
while the obco/omelt CMI system shows a largely sup-
pressed magnitude of kinetic anisotropy (1.16(6)). One
would speculate that the structural differences due to
particle orientational ordering cause the novel variation
in µ; however, to clarify such speculation, a quantitative
TDGL theory is needed.
In the formalism of current TDGL theory (see Meth-
ods and Supplementary Information), we employ the sec-
ond set of reciprocal lattice vectors (RLV) and multi-sets
of order parameters to ensure the reasonable description
of the interface free energy functionals. To incorporate
the orientational DOF, we introduce the lowest order of
a Landau-Ginzburg free energy for a ferroelectric sys-
tem into the total free energy functional of the CMIs
and a dissipative time constants (DTC) due to orienta-
tional ordering. The derived analytical expression (Eq.1-
3 in Methods) suggests that the magnitude of µ relies
on Tm and L (the latent heat of fusion per particle), it
further implies that the kinetic anisotropy is governed
by both the CMI orientation-dependent fluxes of GL or-
der parameters and the corresponding DTCs. Next, µ
for all CMI systems are predicted explicitly with Eq.1-
3 for using input parameters measured from equilibrium
MD simulations (see Methods), and are compared to the
NEMD simulation results, to address the questions as
to what extent the current theory can predict µ(M) and
reveal the complexity in CMI kinetics arises from the mi-
croscopic interface structure and the orientational DOF.
For the (M∗=0, 12 , 1) fcc/melt CMIs (top three rows
of TABLE.I, FIG.3), TDGL theory predicts a correct
anisotropy sequence µ∗GL100 > µ
∗GL
011 for all three M
∗. The
ratio µ∗GL100 /µ
∗GL
011 departs from µ
∗MD
100 /µ
∗MD
011 by roughly
17-20%. Despite this discrepancy, current TDGL the-
ory significantly improves the prediction of µ, compar-
ing with its predecessor (i.e., Mikheev and Chernov
(MC)[24]), which underestimates the magnitude of µ by
a factor of roughly 5, see TABLE.I and FIG.3. We find
that 1/T 2m is the predominant term that leads to the de-
creasing trends of µ in both CMI orientations with in-
creasing M∗. The kinetic anisotropies µ∗GL100 /µ
∗GL
011 are
irrespective of M∗ within the statistical uncertainty, in
agreement with NEMD predictions.
Cohen et al. show that the density wave amplitudes of
the second-set RLVs decay much faster than those of the
principal-set RLVs. Based on this implication, Mikheev
and Chernov considered only the principal RLVs[24] in
the MC model (see Supplementary Information section
IV-A). Indeed, our result of density wave relaxation times
is consistent with Cohen et al., e.g., τ∗(| ~K〈111〉|) is 2.7
times greater than τ∗(|~G〈200〉|) for the case of M∗ = 0.
(see supplementary Tab.S VI and Fig.S4). However,
the two DTCs (ς∗1 and ς
∗
2 , see Eq.7) are found to have
the identical value in TABLE.II, which is a consequence
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FIG. 3. µMD and µGL for the two orientations of the fcc
and obco lattice-based CMIs, as functions of M . Filled
red squares and circles represent TDGL predictions for the
fcc(100)/melt and fcc(011) /melt CMIs. Open diamonds and
pentagons represent predictions for the obco(100)/(o)melt
and obco(001)/(o)melt CMIs, determined from calculating
Anˆ using integrand terms measured from the melt phase at
polarization density of om, while the filled red diamonds and
pentagons represent predictions using integrand terms mea-
sured from the orientationally ordered melt phase at polar-
ization density oI. The MC model predictions (for fcc/melt
CMIs) are far from comparable with µMD, open squares and
circles represent five times the data of µMC.
that S(| ~K〈111〉|) is also around 2.7 times greater than
S(|~G〈200〉|), suggesting that the second-set RLVs should
not be excluded in the TDGL theory for the non-bcc CMI
systems.
We recognize differences exist in the 14 fluxes (S-G
terms) of the order parameters between two orientations,
the sizable anisotropy between (100) and (011) is because
the former owns 10 ordering fluxes (out of 14), which
have smaller magnitudes of the spatial integration than
those owned by the latter. With increasing M∗, the val-
ues in all S-G terms seem to be universal for both CMI
orientations, which suggests that the generic dimension-
less particle packing is entropic driven. For a specific
crystal-lattice based CMI type, the universal behavior of
the S-G terms (of the GL order parameter profile) has
been anticipated[25]. Nevertheless, our calculation pro-
vides the first compelling evidence. In contrast, DTCs
are observed to depend on the inter-particle potential.
We should note that the MC model employs a single
DTC. Even though the MC model predicts µ∗MD100 /µ
∗MD
011
better than the current TDGL theory (see TABLE.I), the
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FIG. 4. (a) Orientational order parameter (polarization den-
sity) profile o(z) defined by Eq.4 (solid line) and local struc-
ture order parameter profile ψ(z)[31] (dashed line) profiles of
the equilibrium obco(100)/melt CMIs. o(z) and ψ(z) pro-
files are separated by over one particle diameter, indicating
a thin layer of orientationally ordered dipolar melt particles
sandwiched between the isotropic bulk melt. In the vicinity
of the obco surface, frequent emergence of melt clusters in
which polar particles are identified collectively aligned into
the polarization orientation. The rise of these clusters does
not form a complete “wetting” film, as seen in interfacial
phase transitions[32]. (b) The static dipolar structure re-
sponse functions for the melt phase at a polarization density
of oI (solid line) and the melt phase at a polarization den-
sity of om (dashed line). (c) The normalized dynamic dipolar
structure response functions for the two melt phases and the
corresponding orientational relaxation time scales, τo(q1).
information of the dynamic property is left out. By con-
trast, the current two-mode TDGL theory captures the
kinetic anisotropy with both the static structure and the
dynamic properties.
Next, we compare the µ predicted by TDGL and
NEMD for two (M∗=
√
2) obco/melt CMIs. Our first
attempted prediction using Anˆ calculated by the inte-
grand terms measured from the isotropic bulk melt phase
(labeled with subscript “om”, top half sub-row in the
data row begins with “
√
2” in TABLE.I, FIG.3), ends up
with the magnitudes of µ∗GL100,om and µ
∗GL
001,om overestimat-
ing NEMD data for over 20% and 48%, respectively.
We then examine the interfacial polarization state of
this CMI. The results depicted in FIG.4(a) indicates that
the addition of the obco surface layers may result in
transforming the orientationally ordered interface melt
into the orientationally ordered crystal, as suspected by
5TABLE I. Summary of the magnitude and anisotropy of the kinetic coefficients predicted by the NEMD simulation (µMDnˆ ),
MC theory (µMCnˆ ) and the present TDGL theory (µ
GL
nˆ ). The input parameters used in TDGL theory include melting point
Tm, latent heat L, and anisotropy factor Anˆ. Two CMI orientations are fcc(100) and fcc(011) for M
∗=1, 1
2
and 1, and are
obco(100) and obco(001) for M∗ =
√
2 and 2. Subscript “oI” and “om” denote the prediction made by employing integrand
terms measured from melt phases at polarization densities of oI and om. Error bars represent 95% confidence intervals on the
last digit(s) shown.
M∗ µ∗MD100 µ
∗MD
011
µ∗MD100
µ∗MD011
µ∗MC100 µ
∗MC
011
µ∗MC100
µ∗MC011 T
∗
m L
∗ L∗/T ∗2m 1/A
∗fcc
100 1/A
∗fcc
011
µ∗GL100 µ
∗GL
011
µ∗GL100
µ∗GL011
0 3.97(12) 2.66(8) 1.49(6)
0.80(2) 0.56(1) 1.40(5)
0.617(1) 1.017(9) 2.67(3) 1.30(4) 1.05(3)
3.47(11) 2.80(9) 1.24(6)
1/2 3.87(6) 2.60(8) 1.49(5)
0.78(3) 0.55(2) 1.41(9)
0.623(2) 1.026(8) 2.64(2) 1.29(4) 1.05(3)
3.41(11) 2.77(8) 1.23(5)
1 3.34(13) 2.17(5) 1.54(7)
0.71(1) 0.50(1) 1.40(4)
0.659(1) 1.070(8) 2.46(2) 1.21(3) 0.98(2)
2.98(8) 2.41(5) 1.24(4)
M∗ µ∗MD100 µ
∗MD
001
µ∗MD100
µ∗MD001
µ∗GL100,om µ
∗GL
001,om
µ∗GL100,om
µ∗GL001,om T
∗
m L
∗ L∗/T ∗2m
1/A∗obco100,om 1/A
∗obco
001,om
µ∗GL100,oI µ
∗GL
001,oI
µ∗GL100,oI
µ∗GL001,oI
1/A∗obco100,oI 1/A
∗obco
001,oI
√
2 2.76(10) 1.77(7) 1.56(8)
3.32(6) 2.62(6) 1.27(4)
0.718(3) 1.472(8) 2.86(2)
1.16(2) 0.91(2)
2.54(6) 1.97(3) 1.29(4) 0.89(2) 0.69(1)
2 2.90(12) 2.51(9) 1.16(6)
3.08(7) 2.59(6) 1.19(4)
0.953(8) 2.048(9) 2.26(2)
1.36(3) 1.15(3)
2.88(8) 2.44(7) 1.18(5) 1.28(3) 1.08(3)
TABLE II. Summary of the integrand terms in Eq.2 and Eq.3 for the predictions of of anisotropy factor Anˆ. DTC: dissipative
time constant, SI of S-G: spatial integration of GL order parameter square-gradient terms. Error bars represent 95% confidence
intervals on the last digit(s) shown.
DTC, melt phase SI of S-G, fcc(100)/melt SI of S-G, fcc(011)/melt
M∗ ς∗1 ς
∗
2 8
∫
(du
dz
)2 4
∫
(dva
dz
)2 2
∫
(dvb
dz
)2 4
∫
(dua
dz
)2 4
∫
(dub
dz
)2 4
∫
(dva
dz
)2 2
∫
(dvb
dz
)2
0 0.44(1) 0.44(3) 1.016(8) 0.536(4) 0.198(2) 0.480(4) 0.808(12) 0.584(8) 0.298(4)
1/2 0.44(2) 0.44(2) 1.024(8) 0.536(4) 0.200(2) 0.480(4) 0.800(8) 0.588(8) 0.300(2)
1 0.45(1) 0.50(2) 1.024(8) 0.532(4) 0.198(2) 0.480(4) 0.804(12) 0.584(8) 0.298(2)
DTC, melt phase (om) DTC, melt phase (oI)
M∗ ς∗1a ς
∗
1b ς
∗
2a ς
∗
2b ς
∗
3 Ω
∗ ς∗1a ς
∗
1b ς
∗
2a ς
∗
2b ς
∗
3 Ω
∗
√
2 0.49(1) 0.45(2) 0.49(1) 0.49(2) 0.41(4) 0.08(1) 0.48(2) 0.47(2) 0.50(1) 0.50(1) 0.65(3) 2.63(14)
2 0.42(1) 0.35(2) 0.38(1) 0.44(2) 0.17(1) 1.23(6) 0.44(2) 0.35(2) 0.41(2) 0.44(1) 0.13(1) 16.7(8)
SI of S-G, obco(100)/(o)melt SI of S-G, obco(001)/(o)melt
M∗ 4
∫
(dua
dz
)2 4
∫
(dub
dz
)2 4
∫
(dva
dz
)2 2
∫
(dvb
dz
)2
∫
( do
dz
)2 4
∫
(dua
dz
)2 4
∫
(dub
dz
)2 4
∫
(dva
dz
)2 2
∫
(dvb
dz
)2
∫
( do
dz
)2√
2 0.524(4) 0.512(8) 0.556(4) 0.196(4) 0.151(2) 0.496(4) 0.868(12) 0.624(8) 0.300(2) 0.201(2)
2 0.580(8) 0.532(8) 0.564(8) 0.198(2) 0.011(1) 0.540(4) 0.836(12) 0.588(4) 0.286(4) 0.013(1)
Reinhart et al.[33] in their study of growing Janus col-
loidal crystal. Through inspecting MD trajectories, we
identify frequent emergence of melt clusters in which
EDM particles are collectively aligned into the polariza-
tion orientation in the vicinity of the obco surface. A
mean value oI from the o(z) profile could be extracted,
as the polarization state of the interface orientationally
ordered melt phase (supplementary Tab.S V). The calcu-
lated static and dynamic dipolar structure response func-
tions (FIG.4(b-c)), as well as the dielectric constant for
the anisotropic melt phase at oI, show significant differ-
ences from the isotropic melt phase. With this knowl-
edge, our second attempt using integrand terms mea-
sured from the orientationally ordered melt (labeled with
subscript “oI”, shown as the bottom half sub-row in the
data row beginning with “
√
2” in TABLE.I, FIG.3) im-
proves the prediction of µ significantly. µ∗GL100,oI underesti-
mates µ∗MD100 by 8%, while µ
∗GL
001,oI overestimates µ
∗GL
001 by
611%.
To gain insights of above improvement, we compare in-
tegrand terms in TAB.II for the two melt phases (at po-
larization densities of om and oI). The DTCs due to den-
sity fluctuations (ς1a,b and ς2a,b) have nearly identical val-
ues, while ς3=τo(q1)/So(q1) due to orientational ordering
shows a 60% difference (FIG.4(b-c)). It is worth noting
that the coefficient Ω (see final paragraph of Methods)
measured from the latter melt phase is about 33 times
larger than that of the former melt phase. By employing
the integrand terms of the melt phase at oI, the orien-
tational ordering flux (
∫
ς3Ω(
do
dz )
2dz) contributes around
23% and 24% to Aobco100 and A
obco
001 , respectively. The sig-
nificant overestimation of the NEMD result mentioned
above is led by the negligible percentage contribution of
the ordering flux term measured from the isotropic melt
phase at om. With TDGL theory, any slight change in the
kinetic anisotropy can be resolved by calculating subset
anisotropies of S-G terms’ spatial integrations. We ob-
serve that the orientational ordering flux with a subset
anisotropy of 1.33 acts as a positive contributor to the
total anisotropy (1.29).
From M∗=
√
2 obco/melt to M∗=2 obco/omelt CMI,
the spatial integrations of S-G terms (TABLE.II) varies
in multiple ways. We find increases in the spatial inte-
grations of S-G terms of ua profiles (both orientations)
and ub profile ((100) orientation), while decreases are ob-
served in the spatial integrations of S-G terms of ub,
va and vb profiles ((001) orientation). As a result of
the structural variations in both crystal (supplementary
Tab.S IV) and melt, the four DTCs due to density fluctu-
ation decrease in various degrees. One surprising finding
is the extremely small magnitudes of
∫
dz( dodz )
2, for which
the orientational ordering flux can only contribute ∼3%
to anisotropic factors. The tiny percentage contribution
indicates that the orientational degree of freedom almost
does not contribute to the crystallization kinetics of a
CMI system with both its melt and crystal are orienta-
tionally ordered. TDGL theory well reproduces the µMD
and the kinetic anisotropy (TABLE.I and FIG.3). The
discrepancy between two predictions in obco/omelt sys-
tem is found much smaller than that of the fcc/melt and
obco/melt system, this discrepancy sequence differences
among CMIs are likely closely related to the crystal struc-
ture. Finally, the suppression of the kinetic anisotropy
for M∗=2 obco/omelt system is found likely originates
from the ordering flux of the order parameters v, which
contributes weaker subset kinetic anisotropy to the total.
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
The merit of the TDGL theory lies in its ability to pro-
vide in-depth insight into free energy dissipation fluxes,
in contrast to the classical kinetic theories and the NEMD
simulation, which cannot. As suggested in the rewritten
form of Eq.1, (kBTm)VIAnˆ =
∆T
Tm
L, the crystal growth ve-
locity VI (or µ) is inversely proportional to the anisotropy
factor Anˆ under a fixed thermodynamic driving force
(free energy to be dissipated). From the current TDGL
formalism, we observe that Anˆ is a key factor, which is
governed cooperatively by multiple ordering fluxes. Each
ordering flux is featured with a characteristic time scale
(DTC) and length scale (spatial integration of the S-G
terms). Any newly introduced complexity, whether due
to RLVs (crystal structure) or additional degrees of free-
dom (such as orientation), is reflected by the addition
of a new ordering flux term into Anˆ. This knowledge
can lead to an understanding of the origin of the kinetic
anisotropy, elucidate the variation of µnˆ with crystal lat-
tice structure and inter-particle interactions, and clarify
the necessary ingredients for formulating a theory for per-
fectly predicting µ.
The TDGL formalism for predicting the CMI kinetic
coefficient can be readily extended to simple elemental
crystal structures, such as hcp, hexagonal, etc. Benet
et al. reported[34] that the µ for water is more than an
order of magnitude lower than that of the LJ system,
probably ascribed to the role of orientational degrees of
freedom. However, we predict the decreases in the values
of µ are less than an order of magnitude and are princi-
pally due to the changes in Tm and DTCs. There appears
to be no dissipative ordering flux arising from the ferro-
electric alignment of the water molecules because neither
liquid water nor ice shows spontaneous polarization un-
der ambient pressure. Nevertheless, we are aware that
the realistic ice/water CMIs[35] exhibit a more complex
fashion of orientational ordering than that of the current
model dipolar system. A further quantitative elucida-
tion for the participation of the orientational degree of
freedom in the crystal growth of hexagonal ice, in the
framework of TDGL theory, would be much needed.
A remaining challenge is the (around ten percent) dis-
crepancy between the TDGL theory and the NEMD sim-
ulations, which is found previously in bcc/melt CMIs[25]
and currently in fcc/melt CMIs as well as obco/melt
CMIs. We summarize here two clues that may shed light
on the origin of the discrepancy. (1) A realistic den-
sity field of a CMI system requires a large set of RLVs,
however, Wu et al.[36] suggested in their GL study of
the equilibrium fcc/melt CMI, the higher-order RLVs
barely affect the magnitude and anisotropy of the inter-
facial free energy. Based on the analytical expressions
derived in this work, extending TDGL theory to include
the third or more sets of RLVs also seems incapable of
giving rise to a better prediction of µ. For example, in
the case of fcc/melt CMI, more dissipative flux terms
into Eq.2 would result in the higher value of Anˆ (lower
magnitude of µnˆ) and consequently a further widened
discrepancy. (2) In the obco/melt CMI systems, we have
learned the importance of including the dynamic relax-
ation time scale and the dielectric permittivity of a melt
phase at the polarization density, which is identical to the
partially ordered interface layer adjacent to the crystal,
7as the rate limiting factors in the orientational order-
ing flux. This knowledge would naturally remind us to
reassess the appropriateness of the assumption that the
dynamic time scale due to density fluctuation at the CMI
holds the same value of the bulk melt. Unfortunately, be-
cause capillary wave fluctuations dramatically wash out
the transition of properties across a rough CMI, it is chal-
lenging to measure the density relaxation time for the
interface melt phase over a length scale of a few parti-
cle diameters. Summing up, a suggested priority effort
to eliminate the discrepancy between TDGL and NEMD
predictions should focus on intrinsically[37] sampling the
CMI positions and calculating the density relaxation time
for the interface melt phase, without introducing higher-
order RLVs.
To conclude, we have predicted the crystal/melt in-
terface kinetic coefficient µ from NEMD simulation
and TDGL theory. The study covers three structural
types of interfacial systems (fcc/melt, obco/melt and
obco/omelt) with two orientations described by the ex-
tended dipole model interactions. Through the introduc-
tion of the higher-order reciprocal lattice vectors and the
ferroelectric order parameter to describe the orientational
degree of freedom, we have extended the framework of
TDGL theory to adapt fcc/melt and obco/(o)melt inter-
faces. As predicted by the TDGL theory, the non-bcc
CMI µ is determined by the square-gradient terms of dif-
ferent order parameter profiles multiply their correspond-
ing dynamic relaxation times. The kinetic anisotropy is
not simply governed by the lattice and CMI orientation
static structure properties; it is also governed by the dy-
namic properties, differing from the prediction of the pre-
vious Mikheev-Chernov theory which considers only the
contribution of the principal RLVs.
Our formalism of the crystallization kinetics theory
predicts values of µ with an increasing dipole moment
of the polar particles that are in good agreement with
simulation results, with zero fit parameters. For the
fcc/melt interface systems, the variation of the µ with
respect to the particle dipole strength is found mainly
to be due to the decrease of the ratio between latent
heat and quadratic terms of the melting temperature.
The anisotropy of the µ remains almost unaffected from
changing the inter-particle dipolar interactions, because
of the fixed percentage contributions in spatial integrals
of the square gradient terms of Ginzburg-Landau or-
der parameters. However, the stronger dipolar interac-
tion significantly alters the lattice and polarization struc-
ture as well as the crystallization kinetics of the obco
structure-based crystal/melt interfaces. We have quanti-
tatively demonstrated, for the first time, the engagement
of both the translational and orientational degrees of free-
dom in the crystal growth kinetics, as well as the unique
capability of TDGL theory in revealing percentage con-
tributions of multiple ordering fluxes to the energy dissi-
pation during crystallization, so that the physical origins
of the kinetic anisotropy variation and the participation
of the orientational degrees of freedom are well inter-
preted. In addition, we demonstrate the collective orien-
tational reorganization of melt particles adjacent to the
crystal. For the case of the ferroelctric-bco/melt CMIs,
the TDGL theory identified the dynamic and dielectric
properties of the partially ordered liquid as rate limiting
factors in the crystal growth kinetics.
The significant impact of orientational ordering on
both the magnitude and anisotropy of µ as demonstrated
in our work opens up new possibilities for steering crys-
tallization kinetics through use of external fields. Differ-
ent from the traditional way of imposing thermodynamic
driving forces (i.e., temperature and pressure), the mi-
croscopic tuning of the dipolar orientational dissipative
flux (the collective rotation dynamics and the polariza-
tion at CMIs) would usher in a new level of engineered
polar particle crystal growth. Finally, the combined non-
equilibrium theory/simulation approach proposed in this
work could also have profound implications for the quan-
titative study of more complex crystallization kinetics,
including i) solidification of alloys[38] (or under static
magnetic fields[39]), ii) crystallization of molecules with
permanent dipole moments[34, 40, 41] and nano-sized
crystallites with net dipole moments[42, 43], iii) in-plane
growth of two-dimensional surface (or confined) layers of
crystalline silicon[44] or ice[45, 46], iv) crystal growth in
fluid flows[47], v) novel phase transitions (analogous to
crystallization) of particles with multiple attributes, e.g.,
freezing of active polar colloids[48, 49], and deformable
colloids[50], or orientational ferroelastic transition of rod-
like dipolar particles[51].
METHOD SECTION
TDGL Theory for the Crystallization of Polar
Particle.
The formalism of TDGL theory covering the three
types of the CMIs (fcc/melt, obco/melt and obco/omelt)
in this study has been carried out by deriving analytical
expressions for µ (see Supplementary Information for the
complete details). The analytical expression for the µ of
the given CMI orientation nˆ, derived from our formalism
of TDGL theory, is given as,
µnˆ =
L
kBT 2mAnˆ
, (1)
in which Anˆ is the anisotropy factor, given by
Anˆ =
∫
dz
[
ς1
∑
~Ki,ua,b
(
dui
dz
)2 + ς2
∑
~Gi,va,b
(
dvi
dz
)2
]
(2)
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Anˆ =
∫
dz
[
ς1a
∑
~Ki,ua
(
dui
dz
)2 + ς1b
∑
~Ki,ub
(
dui
dz
)2+
ς2a
∑
~Gi,va
(
dvi
dz
)2 + ς2b
∑
~Gi,vb
(
dvi
dz
)2+
ς3Ω(
do
dz
)2
]
(3)
for the obco/melt and obco/omelt CMI. Within the
spatial integration, the sums run over 14 multiplica-
tion terms with different RLV subsets (see in the sup-
plementary Tab.S I and Tab.S II) for the above three
types of CMIs. One additional multiplication term is in-
cluded, which arises due to the orientational DOF for
the obco/(o)melt CMI. In each multiplicative term, GL
order parameter (u, v or o) square-gradient (S-G) multi-
plies its relevant DTC (ς1a,b, ς2a,b or ς3, defined as the ra-
tio between the dynamic time scales of the density waves
or orientational fluctuations relax at the given RLVs in
the melt phases and their corresponding static struc-
ture factors, see in Eq.7, Eq.8 or Eq.12, respectively).
Specifically, ui or vi are the GL order parameters de-
scribing density wave amplitudes correspond to the ith
principal or secondary RLVs, ~K or ~G, respectively. o is
the GL orientational order parameter, which has dimen-
sions of dipole moment per unit volume. The coefficient
Ω = 1ε0χn0kB|TC−Tm| , in which ε0 = 1 is the vacuum di-
electric permittivity and the susceptibility χ = (εr − 1)
is related to its relative permittivity (dielectric constant)
εr, n0 is the melt phase number density, and TC is Curie
temperature.
MD Simulation.
MD simulations are performed using the program
LAMMPS[52]. Each spherical particle carries mass
(m∗=1) and moment of inertia of I∗= 0.117[27]. The
rigid bodies’ equations of motion (two massless point
charges and the spherical particle), including transla-
tional and rotational motions, are integrated with a time
step ∆t∗=0.001. The canonical (constant NV T ) and
isothermal-isobaric (constant NpT ) MD simulations use
a chain thermostatting method according to the gen-
eralized Nose´-Hoover, and Anderson approaches. The
thermostat and barostat relaxation times are set as 1.0
and 10.0, respectively, to ensure Gaussian distributions
of mean temperature and pressure with respect to the im-
posed values. The long-range Coulombic interactions are
dealt with using the particle-particle particle-mesh solver
and the tinfoil (conducting metal) boundary conditions,
along with a real-space cutoff of 2.6σ and a relative root-
mean-square force error of approximately 10−5.
We measure the temperature dependence of the par-
ticle number densities n(T ), polarization densities P (T ),
per particle potential energies and enthalpies in a series
of bulk NpT simulations. Starting from a fcc sample of
around 5000 EDM particles with M∗=0, 12 , 1,
√
2, 2,
the temperature is step-by-step increased from zero to
until the crystal melts (up to T ∗ ∼ 1.2) at p∗=0, and
then is step-by-step decreased until the sample recrystal-
lizes. Because the spontaneous polarization and the crys-
tal contraction along the fcc [011¯] direction is preferred
at the Curie (fcc to obco) transition[53] for systems with
larger M , three axes of the simulation cell are chosen to
follow fcc crystallographic orientations in the fashions of
x=[100], y=[011¯], z=[011] so that the cell dimension Ly
shrinks with the paraelectric-to-ferroelectric transition.
We run a million MD steps for each temperature and use
over a half-million MD steps for collecting averages (cal-
culated using block averages) at each temperature and
the statistical errors.
The NEMD simulations of the crystallization start
from two-phase (crystal and melt) coexisting equilibrium
states, which are prepared using the coexistence tech-
nique developed by Morris et al.[19]. The directions nor-
mal to the CMIs are defined as the z axis, while the two
orthogonal directions parallel to the CMIs are x and y
axes. Periodic boundary conditions are employed in all
three directions so that each simulation cell contains two
CMIs. We consider two crystallographic orientations of
the fcc lattice in z, with M∗=0, 12 , 1. For the fcc(100)
CMIs, x, y and z axes follow [01¯1¯], [011¯] and [100], re-
spectively. For the fcc(011) CMIs, x, y and z axes fol-
low [100], [011¯] and [011], respectively. The systems with
two larger particle dipole moment (M∗=
√
2, 2), obco are
preferred over fcc near their corresponding Tm. We also
consider two crystallographic orientations of the obco lat-
tice in z, i.e., obco(100) and obco(001) CMIs. Note that,
despite three different lattice parameters: a1, a2, and a3
as illustrated in the supplementary Fig.S3 in the Supple-
mentary Information, obco inherits some of the packing
geometry of the fcc crystal. The [100], [010], and [001]
crystallographic orientations of the obco can be viewed as
analogs to the [100], [011¯] and [011](or [01¯1¯]) fcc, respec-
tively. The simulation cells have the three dimensions
of approximately 18σ × 15σ × 170σ, containing approxi-
mately 7,000 crystal phase and 38,000 melt phase EDM
particles, and these numbers vary slightly from interface
to interface.
The crystal/melt coexistence systems are equilibrated
for a million MD steps, and ten different configurations
(0.1 million steps apart) during such equilibration are
employed as the starting configurations of the ten subse-
quent replica NEMD simulations of crystallization. The
free solidification simulations are initiated by instanta-
neously imposing a small undercooling (∆T/Tm < 5%)
in an NpzAxyT ensemble, at p
∗=0. The CMI cross-
section dimensions Axy=LxLy are adjusted according to
the lattice parameters at each thermostatted undercool-
ing temperature applied globally to the systems. The
solidifying system quickly reaches steady-state growth,
9following a short transient period, and the simulations
progressed until the distance between the two CMIs is
less than around 15σ.
Measurement of µ from NEMD Simulations.
The kinetic coefficients µ and the melting tempera-
tures Tm for different CMIs are obtained from linear fits
to the interface temperatures TI dependences of inter-
face velocities VI. We employ an atomic structural order
parameter method[31] to locate the CMI positions ξ ev-
ery 1000 MD steps. The interface velocities VI can be
extracted directly from monitoring the migration of the
ξ(t) during the steady-state regimes of each NEMD simu-
lation system. It has been known that NEMD simulation
of crystallization, which employs a single global thermo-
stat, can lead to the presence of appreciable temperature
gradients[38]. Such thermal gradients emerge as a peak
in the interface temperature due to latent heat generation
or absorption at the moving CMI during crystallization.
The non-uniformity at the CMI region is compensated by
the temperature in the bulk phases to produce an over-
all average temperature equal to that set by the global
thermostat, implying that µ has to be extracted from
the ratio between VI and the interface temperature TI,
rather than the average system temperature T . To ex-
tract TI, we compute the dynamic coarse-scaled profiles
of temperature across the moving CMIs, T (z), during
steady-state regimes of each NEMD simulation system,
and then compute the TI from the T (z) profiles, within a
bin size corresponding to the 10-90 interface width. The
statistical errors of the TI and VI were estimated by aver-
aging 20 samples from 10 independent replica simulations
- each containing two CMIs, and are reported with 95%
confidence levels. The reader is referred to Ref.38 for ad-
ditional details of the determination of TI and VI. Note
that, the only measurement of µ for the growth of an
orientationally ordered crystal before this work was the
triblock Janus colloidal CMI system[33].
Validation of the TDGL Theory.
To validate the TDGL theory of µ for both fcc/melt
and obco/(o)melt CMI systems, we compare µ predicted
by the analytical expressions (Eq.1, Eq.2 and Eq.3, or
Eq.S13 and Eq.S23 in the Supplementary Information)
and from the NEMD measurements. We compute each
parameter with statistical errors in the analytical expres-
sions of µ, and all errors are propagated to produce the
errors of µ. The values of the melting point Tm and la-
tent heat L for all five M∗ systems are listed in TABLE.I
in the main text. The anisotropy factor Anˆ is deter-
mined from the calculation of the S-G terms of the order
parameter profiles and the static and dynamic response
properties of the melt phases.
Density Wave Amplitudes and Polarization Profiles
All the order parameter (ui, vi, o) profiles as the func-
tion of z are derived by aligning each of the fluctuating
CMI ξ(t) and computing time-spatial averages in the ref-
erence frame in the crystal/melt coexistences,
ui(z) = |〈uˆi[z − ξ(t), t]〉| ,
vi(z) = |〈vˆi[z − ξ(t), t]〉| ,
o(z) = 〈P [z − ξ(t), t]〉,
(4)
the alignment process helps eliminate the artificial broad-
ening effects due to the Brownian-like random walks of
both CMI and crystal. The instantaneous density am-
plitudes are calculated from the Fourier transform of the
instantaneous particle number density n(~r, t),
uˆi(z, t) =
1
Vz
∫ Lx
0
∫ Ly
0
∫ z+ ∆z2
z−∆z2
dxdydzn(~r, t) exp(i ~Ki · ~r)
vˆi(z, t) =
1
Vz
∫ Lx
0
∫ Ly
0
∫ z+ ∆z2
z−∆z2
dxdydzn(~r, t) exp(i ~Gi · ~r),
(5)
the averages run through discrete bins along z using a bin
size of ∆z∗ = 0.02 and thus a volume of Vz = LxLy∆z.
The z coordinate is measured relative to ξ(t), z∗ < 0 for
the melt and z∗ > 0 for the crystal. The instantaneous
polarization density in Eq.4 is simply calculated as the
total polarization in each discrete bin of ∆z divided by
Vz,
P (z, t) =
1
Vz
∣∣∣∣∣∣
Npz(t)∑
i=1
~Mi
∣∣∣∣∣∣ , (6)
where Npz(t) is the dipolar particle number in the dis-
crete bin at specific time t.
For each CMI system with given M∗, order profiles
are computed for different categories of order parame-
ters, as listed in the supplementary Tab.S I and Tab.S
II. The values of square-gradients and the bulk phases
are then extracted from each order parameter profiles,
listed in TABLE.II in the main text and the supplemen-
tary Table.S VI, respectively. One hundred blocks of MD
data (1000 configurations separated by ten steps in each
block) are employed to determine the statistical errors.
Fig.S4 in the Supplementary Information illustrate the
reduced order parameter profiles (e.g., u˜(z) = u(z)−umuc−um
vary across the interface from 0 to 1) of different cate-
gories for all CMI systems in this study.
Dissipative Time Constants
For the fcc/melt CMIs (M∗=0, 12 , 1), the two dissipa-
tive time constants (DTCs),
ς1 = τ(| ~K〈111〉|)/S(| ~K〈111〉|),
ς2 = τ(|~G〈200〉|)/S(|~G〈200〉|)
(7)
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are measured directly from the calculation of the static
and dynamical structure factors of the melts (T = T ∗m).
τ is the density wave relaxation time measured as the
inverse half-width of the dynamic structure factor at the
given wavenumber values of | ~K〈111〉| and |~G〈200〉| corre-
sponding to the eight [111] and six [200] RLVs of the fcc
crystals, respectively. The magnitudes of the | ~K〈111〉| and
|~G〈200〉| for each fcc systems (at the corresponding Tm)
are listed in the supplementary Tab.S IV in the Supple-
mentary Information.
For the (M∗=
√
2, 2) obco/(o)melt CMI systems, the
four DTCs due to density waves (ς1a, ς1b, ς2a and ς2b)
are measured in a similar manner to the fcc/melt CMI
systems from calculating the static and dynamical struc-
ture factors, at wavenumbers equal to the magnitudes of
| ~Kua |, | ~Kub |, |~Gva | and |~Gvb | (listed in Tab.S IV), respec-
tively.
ς1a = τ(| ~Kua |)/S(| ~Kua |),
ς1b = τ(| ~Kub |)/S(| ~Kub |),
ς2a = τ(|~Gva |)/S(|~Gva |),
ς2b = τ(|~Gvb |)/S(|~Gvb |)
(8)
To determine the DTCs ς3 due to orientational order-
ing, we employ the generalized static dipolar structure re-
sponse function and dynamic dipolar structure response
function of the dipolar system (i.e., So(q) and So(q, ω)),
akin to the static and dynamical magnetic susceptibility
of a spin system. So(q) is defined as the Fourier trans-
form of the radial dipole-dipole correlation function,
So(~q) =
1
Np
〈∑
i
∑
j
~Mi ~Mje
−i~q·(~ri−~rj)
〉
, (9)
in which, Np is the total number of the dipolar particles
in the melts. The collective dynamics of orientational
fluctuations in the dipolar particle melt is described
through a generalized intermediate scattering function
F (~q, t), defined as the spatial Fourier transform of the
radial dipole-dipole time-correlation function,
Fo(~q, t) =
1
Np
〈∑
i
∑
j
~Mi(0) ~Mj(t)e
−i~q·[~ri(0)−~rj(t)]
〉
.
(10)
The time Fourier transform of the Fo(~q, t) into the fre-
quency domain leads to the dynamic dipolar structure
response function of the system,
So(~q, ω) =
1
2pi
∫ +∞
−∞
Fo(~q, t)e
iωtdt. (11)
The DTC due to orientational ordering is measured as
ς3 = τo(q1)/So(q1), (12)
here So(q1) is the maximum of static dipolar structure
response function at wavenumber of the first peak q1 =
|~q1| (see in Tab.S IV), while τ(q1) is the inverse half-width
of the So(q1, ω) (see in the supplementary Tab.S VI).
In the obco/(o)melt CMI systems, the orientational
order parameter (or polarization density) of the inter-
face orientationally ordered melts, as indicated by the
FIG.4(a), are larger than those in bulk melts. A mean
value of oI = 2o(0) − oc can be extracted from the o(z)
profile (see in supplementary Tab.S V). To provide quan-
titative evidence that the dissipation rate due to orien-
tational ordering is limited by the dynamic properties
of the interface melt phase at polarization density of oI,
rather than those of the bulk melts. We calculate five
DTCs as well as dielectric permittivity with melts at both
polarization densities of oI and om for the (M
∗=
√
2, 2)
obco/(o)melt CMI systems.
The structure factors, the dipolar structure response
functions, and the dielectric tensor becomes anisotropic
(see in supplementary Fig.S5 and Fig.S6 in the Supple-
mentary Information) for the (M∗=
√
2, 2) melt phases at
oI and M
∗=2 bulk melt phase. Therefore we employ the
components (e.g., S(kP), S(kP, ω), So(q
P), So(q
P
1 , ω) and
εPr ) parallel to the polarization direction in the validation
of TDGL theory. Superscript “P” over the wavenumber
q denotes the component parallel to the polarization di-
rection for the anisotropic (orientationally ordered) melt
phase.
Dielectric Permittivity and Coefficient Ω
The dielectric permittivity tensor εr is estimated with
the standard dielectric fluctuation formula reported in
the Ref.27. For the M∗=
√
2 system, the coefficient
Ω = 1ε0(εr−1)n0kB|TC−Tm| , measured from the anisotropic
melt phase at oI, is about 33 times larger than that mea-
sured from the isotropic melt. Specifically, the dielectric
permittivity tensor, which lies parallel to the polarization
direction, ε∗Pr (oI) and ε
∗P
r (om), has the values of 7.9(2)
and 230(11), respectively. n0 uses the melt phase num-
ber density under T ∗m, T
∗
C = 0.780(3) is determined from
the thermo-hysteresis MD simulations (see Fig.1(d)). For
the M∗=2 system, the coefficient Ω measured from the
anisotropic melt phase at oI is again over ten times larger
than that measured from the bulk melt (which is also ori-
entationally ordered or ferroelectric for M∗ = 2), ε∗Pr (oI)
and ε∗Pr (om) have the values of 1.33(1) and 5.5(1), T
∗
C is
1.150(8).
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I. The formalism of TDGL Theory
In this section, we advance the TDGL theory to the
case of non-bcc crystals and take into account orien-
tational ordering of the building-block particles during
crystallization, including the formalism and derivation of
the analytical expressions of µ of the fcc/melt, obco/melt
and obco/omelt CMIs.
A. fcc/melt CMIs
The TDGL formalism of the bcc/melt CMI by Wu
et al.[25] is achieved through a multi-step procedure.
First, the excess free energy of the CMI is represented
with the free-energy functional derived initially from the
DFT[54, 55], along with the Gingzburg-Landau expan-
sion of the free-energy density with order parameters.
The GL order parameters are defined as the amplitudes of
density waves corresponding to the minimal set of recip-
rocal lattice vectors (RLV)[56, 57], considering the inter-
action between different density waves via the inclusion
of higher-order terms. Secondly, one introduces the ex-
pression for the excess free energy of the non-equilibrium
CMI by including the driving force of the crystallization,
which is proportional to the undercooling. Thirdly, the
kinetic TDGL equation is employed to describe the or-
dering process associated with the energy dissipation and
the dynamical evolution of the order parameter field. In
this picture[23, 58–60], the ordering flux regarding dif-
ferent RLVs (in terms of the time derivative of the order
parameter) is assumed to be proportional to its driving
force (in terms of the local gradient of the free energy
functional concerning the order parameter) via a micro-
scopic time scale related to density fluctuations in the
melt[24, 61] (hereafter referred as the dissipative time
constant, DTC for simplicity). Lastly, one concludes the
derivation of an analytical expression of µ by determining
the solvability condition of a linear system of equations,
consisting of a collection of coupled kinetic TDGL equa-
tions, corresponding to different RLV subsets.
Here, we present our detailed theoretical formulation
of the TDGL theory of µ for the fcc/melt CMI, in the
light of above general methodology. The whole derivation
process is consists of four steps.
[Step1]: The excess free-energy ∆F for the equilib-
rium fcc/melt interface relative to the free energy of the
melt phase Fm is expressed in terms of the amplitudes of
the density waves, ui and vi,
∆F ≡ F − Fm = n0kBT
∫
f(ui, vi)d~r. (S1)
In the truncated expansion of the number density,
n(~r, t) = n0
1 +∑
~Ki
ui(~r, t)e
i ~Ki·~r +
∑
~Gi
vi(~r, t)e
i ~Gi·~r
 ,
(S2)
ui are amplitudes of density waves (at specific time t)
corresponding to principal RLVs ~K and vi are amplitudes
of density waves corresponding to the second set of RLVs
~G. The reciprocal lattice of fcc is bcc, there are eight | ~Ki|
with identical magnitude along 〈111〉 directions and six
|~Gi| along 〈200〉 directions. Contributions of the third
and higher RLV modes are neglected. ui and vi take the
values of uc and vc in the fcc crystals, and the values of
um and vm (ideally, these two values are expected to be
equal to 0) in the melt phases.
The excess free energy density f(ui, vi) in Eq.S1 along
the z axis normal to the CMI can be expressed expressed
in terms of the amplitude ui and vi of density waves
dened in Eq.S2,
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2f(ui, vi) ≈ a(2)
∑
i,j
cijuiujδ0, ~Ki+ ~Kj + b
(2)
∑
i,j
dijvivjδ0, ~Gi+~Gj + a
(2)
u
∑
i
ci(
dui
dz
)2 +
∑
i
[
b(2)Lv d
L
i + b
(2)T
v d
T
i
]
(
dvi
dz
)2
− a(3)
∑
i,j,k
cijkuiujvkδ0, ~Ki+ ~Kj+~Gk + a
(4)
∑
i,j,k,l
cijkluiujukulδ0, ~Ki+ ~Kj+ ~Kk+ ~Kl + b
(4)
∑
i,j,k,l
dijkluiujvkvlδ0, ~Ki+ ~Kj+~Gk+~Gl ,
(S3)
all the numbers in parentheses in the superscripts of
the multiplicative coefficients denote the order of the
power series. The use of the multiplicative coefficients
is convenient for normalizing the sums of the coefficients
c’s and d’s to unity, e.g.,
∑
i,j cijδ0, ~Ki+ ~Kj=1,
∑
i d
L
i =1,∑
i d
T
i =1 or
∑
i,j,k,l dijklδ0, ~Ki+ ~Kj+~Gk+~Gl=1.
In Eq.S3, the S-G terms arise from the spatial varia-
tion of the order parameters along z. Kronecker deltas
(δ) appear in the quadratic, cubic and quartic terms.
The subscript in each δ requests closed polygons, which
are made of ~K and ~G RLVs in reciprocal space. A closed
polygon ensures a non-zero contribution to the functional
f . The non-vanishing cubic term corresponds to a free-
energy barrier between the crystal and melt phases and
guarantees the phase transition first order[62]. For the
fcc/melt CMI system, the inclusion of the principal RLVs
~K is not enough to avoid the absence of the free-energy
barrier, which is nevertheless true for the case of bcc/melt
CMI system[25]. In addition, the closed four-sided poly-
gons by four RLVs give rise to the two quartic terms,
which ensure the stability of the crystal phase.
The multiplicative and the normalization coefficients
of the quadratic terms and the S-G terms are ob-
tained in Ref.36 from the comparison between the Eq.S3
and the free-energy functional expression of an inho-
mogeneous liquid in the formulation of the classical
DFT under the assumption that the density wave de-
cays slowly and the density wave amplitudes are con-
stant over the scale of the atomic layer spacing[57].
Specifically, the coefficients for the quadratic terms
are a(2)=8/S(| ~K〈111〉|), b(2)=6/S(|~G〈200〉|), cij=1/8 and
dij=1/6, S(| ~K|) and S(|~G|) denote the liquid structure
factors. An assumption made here relating to the RLVs
in the structure factor is that the wave vectors are con-
stants through the whole interface region, so that crys-
tal growth velocity is not affected by the lattice spac-
ing and density variations across the CMI[63]. The co-
efficients for the S-G terms are a
(2)
u =− 43C ′′(| ~K〈111〉|),
ci=
3
8 (Kˆi · nˆ)2, b(2)Lv =−C ′′(|~G〈200〉|), dLi = 12 (Gˆi · nˆ)2,
b
(2)T
v =−2C ′(|~G〈200〉|)/|~G〈200〉| and dTi = 14 (1 − Gˆi · nˆ)2).
The prime notation over the two-particle direct correla-
tion functions C|~G〈200〉| stands for the derivative with
respect to the corresponding RLV. “T” and “L” in the
superscriptions stand for the transverse and longitudinal
component of Gˆ, respectively.
Alternatively, the multiplicative and the normaliza-
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tion coefficients of the cubic and quartic terms are
obtained[36] from (i) the ansatz that all the closed poly-
gons in reciprocal space possess the same number of
sides with identical weight, (ii) two thermodynamic equi-
librium conditions - the stability of the crystal phase
and the equality of free energy in coexisting crystal and
melt phases[56, 63]. These coefficients are a(3)=2a
(2)
vc
+
2 b
(2)vc
u2c
, cijk=1/12, a
(4)=
b(2)v2c
u4c
, cijkl=1/12, b
(4)=a
(2)
v2c
and
dijkl=1/24, respectively.
[Step2]: In the limit of low undercooling, the thermo-
dynamic driving force for a CMI outside of equilibrium
has the form of L∆TTm , where L is the latent heat of fu-
sion per particle. Therefore the total free energy of a
non-equilibrium fcc/melt CMI system near Tm has the
following form,
∆Fne = ∆F + n0
∫
d~r(∑
i
cu
8
uc − ui
uc − um +
∑
i
1− cu
6
vc − vi
vc − vm
)
∆T
Tm
L,
(S4)
under the assumption that the thermodynamic driving
force decays proportionally to the combination of the
two-mode density wave amplitudes across the fcc/melt
CMIs. We employ here a fraction factor 0 < cu < 1 to en-
sure the normalization, and linear interpolation functions
as in Ref.25 to model the driving force variation in each
contributing terms. We shall see in the following deriva-
tions, that the crystal growth velocity is independent of
both the value of cu and the form of the interpolation
function.
[Step3]: According to the well-known standard time-
dependent Ginzburg-Landau[58, 64] model, the dynam-
ical evolution of the order parameter profiles in the
fcc/melt CMI system, ui(~r, t) and vi(~r, t), are governed
by the equations,
ς1i
∂ui
∂t
= − 1
n0kBT
δ∆Fne
δui
ς2i
∂vi
∂t
= − 1
n0kBT
δ∆Fne
δvi
(S5)
the DTCs, ς1i=τ(| ~Ki|)/S(| ~Ki|) and ς2i=τ(|~Gi|)/S(|~Gi|),
are related to the ratio between the dynamic time scales
of the density waves relax at the given RLVs in the melt
phases and their corresponding static structure factors.
The relaxation time τ is measured as the inverse half-
width of the dynamical structure factor at a specified
wavenumber, i.e., S(| ~Ki|, ω) and S(|~Gi|, ω), see in Meth-
ods for details.
Within the steady-state crystal growth regime, for
a given growth direction along one of the crystal sur-
face normal nˆ. If one employs the coordinate trans-
formation z = nˆ · ~r − VIt, the order parameter pro-
files can be transformed into the time-independent form,
i.e., ui(z) and vi(z). Because
∂ui
∂t =
dui
dz
dz
dt=−VI duidz , and
∂vi
∂t =
dvi
dz
dz
dt=−VI dvidz , Eq.S5 can be written in a form that
dictates the CMI within a dynamic frame migrating with
constant velocity VI,
VIς1i
dui
dz
=
1
n0kBT
δ∆Fne
δui
VIς2i
dvi
dz
=
1
n0kBT
δ∆Fne
δvi
(S6)
[Step4]: In this final step, we derive the analytic ex-
pression for fcc/melt CMI µ from the steady-state prop-
agating solution of the TDGL equation set (Eq.S6) fol-
lowing the recipe of Wu and Karma[25] for the bcc/melt
CMI system.
Because eight principal and six second-set RLVs have
different relative orientations with respect to the CMI
normal nˆ, the amplitudes of the density waves decay
with different rates and contribute differently to the dis-
sipation of during the crystal growth in different orien-
tations. Tab.SIII summarizes the two fcc/melt CMI ori-
entations, which are fcc(100)/melt and fcc(011)/melt in-
vestigated in the current study, with the corresponding
categories of (Kˆi · nˆ)2 and (Gˆi · nˆ)2. Note that (Kˆi · nˆ)2
and (Gˆi · nˆ)2 determines the coefficients of the S-G terms
in ∆Fne. In Tab.SIII and the following derivations, we
use a unified order parameter u to describe a first cat-
egory of density wave amplitudes because all 8 princi-
pal RLVs have the same symmetry with respect to the
fcc(100)/melt CMI normal and an identical magnitude
of (Kˆi · nˆ)2. The second set of RLVs is divided into
two subsets with different magnitude of (Gˆi · nˆ)2, and
we use order parameters va and vb to separately de-
scribe the two subsets of the density wave amplitudes.
Correspondingly, the DTCs ς1i and ς2i are summarized
with two unified forms (ς1 = τ(| ~K〈111〉|)/S(| ~K〈111〉|) and
ς2 = τ(|~G〈200〉|)/S(|~G〈200〉|)) in the Tab.SIII.
With the application of the functional derivatives
δ∆F
δui
=n0kBT (
∂f
∂ui
− ddz ∂f∂u′i ),
δ∆F
δvi
=n0kBT (
∂f
∂vi
− ddz ∂f∂v′i ),
the Eq.S6 transforms to the following form using the uni-
fied order parameter categories listed in Tab.SIII,
8VIς1
du
dz
= fu + 4D + 8α1
4VIς2
dva
dz
= fva + 2E
a + 4α2
2VIς2
dvb
dz
= fvb + E
b + 2α2.
(S7)
Here, we choose to employ fcc(100) orientation as an
illustration to fulfill the derivation of the analytical ex-
pression of µ for fcc/melt CMIs. In the Eq.S7, fu, fva and
fvb denote the partial derivatives of excess free energy
density f with respect to the three categories of order
parameters. The rest parameters, such as D, Ea,b and
α1,2, are defined as D=C
′′(| ~K〈111〉|)(Kˆu · nˆ)2 d
2u
dz2 , E
a,b=
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Tab.S III. List of symbols representing classifications of the density wave amplitude order parameters, the RLV subsets with
respect to the fcc/melt CMI normals, and the corresponding dissipative time constants used in TDGL calculation.
fcc(100)/melt fcc(011)/melt
Order parameter u va vb ua ub va vb
RLV subset 〈111〉 〈200〉 〈200〉 〈111〉 〈111〉 〈200〉 〈200〉
Number of ~Ki or ~Gi 8 4 2 4 4 4 2
(Kˆi · nˆ)2 or (Gˆi · nˆ)2 1/3 0 1 2/3 0 1/2 0
DTC ς1 ς2 ς2 ς1 ς1 ς2 ς2
[
C ′′(|~G〈200〉|)(Gˆva,b · nˆ)2 + C
′(|~G〈200〉|)
|~G〈200〉|
(1− Gˆva,b · nˆ)2)
]
d2va,b
dz2 , α1 =
cuL∆T
8(uc−um)kBT 2m and α2 =
(1−cu)L∆T
6(vc−vm)kBT 2m ,
respectively.
To find solutions, we employ linear perturbation ex-
pansions of the first two terms on the right sides of the
Eq.S7 around equilibrium order parameter profiles. At
low undercooling limit, order parameters can be viewed
as the sum of the stationary equilibrium value at Tm and
small linear perturbations outside of equilibrium, e.g.,
u(z) ≈ u(0)(z)+u(1)(z), va,b(z) ≈ v(0)a,b(z)+v(1)a,b(z). By
further applying boundary conditions of T = Tm and
VI=α1=α2=0, the Eq.S7 is linearized into a coupled lin-
ear equation set as follows,
8VIς1
du(0)
dz
− 8α1 = fuuu(1) + fuvav(1)a + fuvbv(1)b + 4Duu(1)
4VIς2
dv
(0)
a
dz
− 4α2 = fvauu(1) + fvavav(1)a + fvavbv(1)b + 2Eavav(1)a
2VIς2
dv
(0)
b
dz
− 2α2 = fvbuu(1) + fvbvav(1)a + fvbvbv(1)b + Ebvbv
(1)
b ,
(S8)
or alternatively, representing with matrix notations, AX=B,
A =
 u(1)v(1)a
v
(1)
b
 ,X =
 fuu + 4Du fuva fuvbfvau fvava + 2Eava fvavb
fvbu fvbva fvbvb + E
b
vb
 ,B =
 8VIς1
du(0)
dz − 8α1
4VIς2
dv(0)a
dz − 4α2
2VIς2
dv
(0)
b
dz − 2α2
 (S9)
If one links two distinct features of the linear operators with the solvability condition of the above matrix equation,
the analytical expression for the kinetic coefficient µ can thus be obtained. The first feature is A(0)X=0 , where column
vector function A(0) has three components du
(0)
dz ,
dv(0)a
dz and
dv
(0)
b
dz [25]. The second features is that the symmetric matrix
X is a self-adjoint operator, so that the inner products of the row vectors A(0)T (or AT) and the column vectors AX
(orA(0)X) are equal, i.e., (A(0)T,AX)=(AT,A(0)X) where A(0)T is the transposed row vector function of A(0). The
two features naturally draw out the solvability condition of (A(0)T,B)=
∫ +∞
−∞ dzA
(0)T ·B=0, thus yeilding,
∫ +∞
−∞
dz
{
VI
[
8ς1(
du(0)
dz
)2 + 4ς2(
dv
(0)
a
dz
)2 + 2ς2(
dv
(0)
b
dz
)2
]
−
[
8α1
du(0)
dz
+ 4α2
dv
(0)
a
dz
+ 2α2
dv
(0)
b
dz
]}
= 0. (S10)
With given boundary conditions that u(0) = um, v
(0)
a =
v
(0)
b = vm at z = −∞ and u(0) = uc, v(0)a = v(0)b = vc at
z = ∞, respectively, the above equation can be further
simplified. Besides, to make the following expression to
adapt different orientations, we use ui and vi of the equi-
librium fcc/melt CMIs to replace u(0) and v
(0)
a,b which are
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specifically describing fcc(100)/melt CMI in the Eq.S10,
VI =
L∆T
kBT 2m
∫ dzς1 ∑
~Ki,ua,b
(
dui
dz
)2 + ς2
∑
~Gi,va,b
(
dvi
dz
)2
−1 .
(S11)
Dividing both sides of Eq.S11 by ∆T , the analytical ex-
pression of the kinetic coefficient for the fcc/melt CMIs
is finally obtained,
µnˆ =
L
kBT 2mAnˆ
, (S12)
in which, the anisotropy factor Anˆ for the given CMI
orientation nˆ is defined as
Anˆ =
∫
dz
[
ς1
∑
~Ki,ua,b
(
dui
dz
)2 + ς2
∑
~Gi,va,b
(
dvi
dz
)2
]
. (S13)
The density wave amplitude sets and relating S-G terms
listed in Tab.SIII would result in different values of Anˆ
in predicting µnˆ for different fcc/melt CMI orientation
or growth directions.
We should note here, above TDGL formalism for pre-
dicting the CMI kinetic coefficient can be readily ex-
tended to more simple elemental crystal structures, such
as hcp, hexagonal, etc.
B. obco/(o)melt CMIs
In what follows, we first introduce the RLVs in the obco
crystal, then we present the brief derivation of the ana-
lytical expression of µ for the obco/melt and obco/omelt
CMIs as was shown in the previous subsection for the
fcc/melt CMIs.
As mentioned in the Methods and the following Sec-
tion of the Supplemental Information, the obco crystal
structure originates from fcc crystal with the spontaneous
polarization along [011¯] due to the increasing dipolar in-
teractions. Actually, the obco structures near their T ∗m
for M∗=
√
2 or 2, resemble fcc structures more closely
in RLVs than they resemble body centered crystal struc-
tures. So we need to keep the second set of RLVs as
in the fcc/melt CMIs system. Based on the unit vec-
tors (xˆ, yˆ, zˆ) shown in the Fig.S8, we choose a set of
translation vectors to described the obco crystal struc-
ture, i.e., (0, 0, a3), (
a1
2 ,− a22 , a32 ) and ( a12 , a22 , a32 ). This
set of lattice vectors reduces to the primitive vector of
the fcc crystal under zero polarization along fcc [011¯].
Accordingly, the corresponding eight principal RLVs ~Ki
are (± 2pia1 , 0,± 2pia3 ) and (± 2pia1 ,± 2pia2 , 0), the six second-set
RLVs ~Gi are (0,± 2pia2 ,± 2pia3 ) and (± 4pia1 , 0, 0). Tab.SIV list
the categorization of the RLVs, unified order parameters
(density wave amplitudes) and and their corresponding
contribution in the S-G dissipation terms, for the two ori-
entations of the obco/(o)melt CMIs. One can find that
the magnitude of (Kˆi · nˆ)2 or (Gˆi · nˆ)2 reduce to the same
value in Tab.SIII in the limit of obco reduces to fcc.
We next present, in a concise manner, our formalism of
TDGL theory of µ for obco/(o)melt CMIs. The deriva-
tion process is also consist of four steps.
[Step1]: For the equilibrium obco/(o)melt CMIs, due
to the presence of the orientational ordering (or polariza-
tion) in crystal (or in both crystal and melt), additional
terms must be added into the excess free energy ∆F . In
Eq.S14, ∆F is expressed as the sum of a term of the ui
and vi defined in Eq.S2 and a term of orientational order
parameter (o).
∆F ≡ n0kBT
∫
f(ui, vi)d~r + n0kB|TC − T |
∫
g(o)d~r.
(S14)
ui and vi take the values of uc and vc in the obco crys-
tals, respectively, and values of 0 in both melt phases.
The orientational order parameter o takes the value of
Pc and Pm in the obco crystal and the (o)melt phases,
respectively. Note that, Pm is greater than zero in the
ferroelectric omelt phase. TC is the Curie temperature.
The excess free-energy density due to density waves
f(ui, vi) has the same expression as Eq.S3 for the
fcc/melt CMIs systems. All the multiplicative coeffi-
cients in the f(ui, vi) are analogous to the case of Eq.S3
while referring to the categorization of RLVs and order
parameters in Tab.SIV. The excess free-energy density
due to polarization g(o) has the following form,
g(o) ≈ 1
2
κ(2)o2 +
1
2
γ(2)(
do
dz
)2, (S15)
here we adopted the lowest order of a ferroelectric
Landau-Ginzburg free energy for a ferroelectric system
as Chandra and Littlewood assumed[65]. The two terms
in Eq.S15 represent the leading contributions in the bulk
polarization free energies, and the free energy arises from
the small spatial variation of the polarization, respec-
tively. Note that, we assume here that the density waves
and the polarization do not have a strong coupling ef-
fect. Evidence supports this assumption is found and
provided in Fig.S7. The coefficients in Eq.S15 are de-
fined as κ(2) = κn0kB|TC−T | and γ
(2) = γn0kB|TC−T | . κ is
the dielectric stiffness (proportional to |TC−T |), and γ is
the per unit volume free-energy cost of forming parallel
polarization.
[Step2]: The thermodynamic driving force for the non-equilibrium obco/(o)melt CMI is assumed to decay propor-
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Tab.S IV. List of symbols representing classifications of the density wave amplitude order parameters, the RLV subsets with
respect to the obco/melt and obco/omelt CMI normals, and the corresponding dissipative time constants used in TDGL
calculation. The RLV subsets are defined as ~Kua = (± 2pia1 , 0,±
2pi
a3
), ~Kub = (± 2pia1 ,±
2pi
a2
, 0), ~Gva = (0,± 2pia2 ,±
2pi
a3
) and ~Gvb =
(± 4pi
a1
, 0, 0), respectively.
obco(100)/(o)melt obco(001)/(o)melt
Order parameter ua ub va vb ua ub va vb
RLV subset ~Kua ~Kub
~Gva ~Gvb
~Kua ~Kub
~Gva ~Gvb
Number of ~Ki or ~Gi 4 4 4 2 4 4 4 2
(Kˆi · nˆ)2 or (Gˆi · nˆ)2 a
2
3
a21+a
2
3
a22
a21+a
2
2
0 1
a21
a21+a
2
3
0
a22
a22+a
2
3
0
DTC ς1a ς1b ς2a ς2b ς1a ς1b ς2a ς2b
tionally to both the two-mode density wave amplitudes and the Curie temperature-dependent polarization,
∆Fne = ∆F
+ n0kBT
∫
d~r
(∑
i
cu
8
uc − ui
uc − um +
∑
i
cv
6
vc − vi
vc − vm
)
∆T
Tm
L
kBT
+ n0kB|TC − T |
∫
d~r
(
co
Pc − o
Pc − Pm
)
∆T
Tm
L
kBT
,
(S16)
where the fraction factors ensures the sum of variational contributions are normalized to 1, i.e., cu + cv + co =1.
[Step3]: One standard ferroelectric TDGL dynamic
equation is added to describe the dynamical evolution of
the polarization order parameter profiles, o(~r, t), which
migrates together with ui(~r, t) and vi(~r, t). The validity
of the simultaneous migration assumed here is verified
below in Fig.S6.
VIς1i
dui
dz
=
1
n0kBT
δ∆Fne
δui
VIς2i
dvi
dz
=
1
n0kBT
δ∆Fne
δvi
VIς3
do
dz
= ε0χ
δ∆Fne
δo
.
(S17)
Here, the polarization along with the crystallization is
assumed to respond linearly with the electric-field across
the CMIs. The functional derivatives of ∆Fne with re-
spect of polarization density has the dimension of the
electric field, ε0 is the vacuum dielectric permittivity
and the susceptibility χ = (εr − 1) is related to its
relative dielectric permittivity εr. An additional DTC,
ς3=τo(q
P
1 )/So(q
P
1 ), is introduced together with the dy-
namic equation. So(q
P
1 ) is the first peak value of the gen-
eralized static structure response (dipole-dipole spatial
correlation) function, here the subscript “o” stands for
the orientational order parameter related property, and
the superscript “P” on the wavenumber q stands for the
component parallel to the polarization direction. τo(q
P
1 )
is the orientational (or dipole rotational) relaxation time
which is measured as the inverse half-width of the gen-
eralized dynamical dipolar structure response function
(So(q
P
1 , ω)) of the melt phase, see in Methods for details.
[Step4]: Based on the four categories of the unified
order parameter in Tab.SIV, the Eq.S17 transforms to a
system with five linear equations, describing the coop-
eratively dissipation the excess free energy of the non-
equilibrium (∆Fne) obco/(o)melt CMIs,
4VIς1a
dua
dz
= fua + 2D
a + 4α1
4VIς1b
dub
dz
= fub + 2D
b + 4α1
4VIς2a
dva
dz
= fva + 2E
a + 4α2
2VIς2b
dvb
dz
= fvb + E
b + 2α2
VIς3Ω
do
dz
= go +O + α3,
(S18)
in which, Ω = 1ε0χn0kB|TC−Tm| . We use obco(100)/melt
orientation as an example in the following deriva-
tion, and the classifications of the DTCs (in
Tab.SIV) with respect to the unified density wave
amplitudes order parameters are also employed,
ς1a = τ(| ~Kua |)/S(| ~Kua |),ς1b = τ(| ~Kub |)/S(| ~Kub |),
ς2a = τ(|~Gva |)/S(|~Gva |) and ς2b = τ(|~Gvb |)/S(|~Gvb |).
In the above linear equation, Da,b, Ea,b and O are
defined as Da,b=C ′′(| ~Kua,b |)(Kˆua,b · nˆ)2 d
2ua,b
dz2 , E
a,b=[
C ′′(|~Gva,b |)(Gˆva,b · nˆ)2 +
C′(|~Gva,b |)
|~Gva,b |
(1− Gˆva,b · nˆ)2)
]
d2va,b
dz2 and O=− γn0kB|TC−Tm| d
2o
dz2 , respectively. Three
dimensionless parameters concerning thermodynamic
driving force are defined as α1 =
cuL∆T
8(uc−um)kBT 2m ,
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α2 =
cvL∆T
6(vc−vm)kBT 2m , and α3 =
coL∆T
(Pc−Pm)kBT 2m .
At the low undercooling limit, ua,b(z) ≈
u
(0)
a,b(z)+u
(1)
a,b(z), va,b(z) ≈ v(0)a,b(z)+v(1)a,b(z) and
o(z) ≈ o(0)(z)+o(1)(z). Expanding the first two term on
the right side of Eq.S18 around their equilibrium values,
we get
4VIς1a
du
(0)
a
dz
− 4α1 = fua(u(0)a ) + fuauau(1)a + fuaubu(1)b + fuavav(1)a + fuavbv(1)b + 2Da(u(0)a ) + 2Dauau(1)a
4VIς1b
du
(0)
b
dz
− 4α1 = fub(u(0)b ) + fubuau(1)a + fububu(1)b + fubvav(1)a + fubvbv(1)b + 2Db(u(0)b ) + 2Dbubu
(1)
b
4VIς2a
dv
(0)
a
dz
− 4α2 = fva(v(0)a ) + fvauau(1)a + fvaubu(1)b + fvavav(1)a + fvavbv(1)b + 2Ea(v(0)a ) + 2Eavav(1)a
2VIς2b
dv
(0)
b
dz
− 2α2 = fvb(v(0)b ) + fvbuau(1)a + fvbubu(1)b + fvbvav(1)a + fvbvbv(1)b + Eb(v(0)b ) + Ebvbv
(1)
b
VIς3Ω
do(0)
dz
− α3 = go(o(0)) + gooo(1) +O(o(0)) +Ooo(1)
(S19)
Under the boundary conditions that T = Tm and VI=α1=α2=α3=0, the sums of the leading terms in the above
expansions equal to zero so that the Eq.S19 can be written into matrix equation of the form AX=B. Each matrix
notation term is defines as,
A =

u
(1)
a
u
(1)
b
v
(1)
a
v
(1)
b
o(1)
 ,X =

fuaua + 2D
a
ua fuaub fuava fuavb 0
fubua fubub + 2D
b
ub
fubva fubvb 0
fvaua fvaub fvava + 2E
a
va fvavb 0
fvbua fvbub fvbva fvbvb + E
b
vb
0
0 0 0 0 goo +Oo
 ,B =

4VIς1a
du(0)a
dz − 4α1
4VIς1b
du
(0)
b
dz − 4α1
4VIς2a
dv(0)a
dz − 4α2
2VIς2b
dv
(0)
b
dz − 2α2
VIς3Ω
do(0)
dz − α3

(S20)
the solvability condition of this linear problem is obtained similarly as in the previous fcc/melt CMI system, that is
(A(0)T,B) =
∫ +∞
−∞
dz
{
VI
[
4ς1a(
du
(0)
a
dz
)2 + 4ς1b(
du
(0)
b
dz
)2 + 4ς2a(
dv
(0)
a
dz
)2 + 2ς2b(
dv
(0)
b
dz
)2 + ς3Ω(
do(0)
dz
)2
]
−
[
4α1
du
(0)
a
dz
+ 4α1
du
(0)
b
dz
+ 4α2
dv
(0)
a
dz
+ 2α2
dv
(0)
b
dz
+ α3
do(0)
dz
]}
= 0.
(S21)
Further simplification is made by employing the boundary conditions of order parameters, i.e., u
(0)
a,b = um, v
(0)
a,b = vm,
o(0) = Pm at z = −∞ and u(0)a,b = uc, v(0)a,b = vc, o(0) = Pc at z = ∞. We then get the analytical expression of the
kinetic coefficient µ100 for the given CMI orientation nˆ (e.g., obco(100)),
µnˆ =
L
kBT 2mAnˆ
, (S22)
in which, the anisotropy factor Anˆ is defined as
Anˆ =
∫
dz
[
ς1a
∑
~Ki,ua
(
dui
dz
)2 + ς1b
∑
~Ki,ub
(
dui
dz
)2 + ς2a
∑
~Gi,va
(
dvi
dz
)2 + ς2b
∑
~Gi,vb
(
dvi
dz
)2 + ς3Ω(
do
dz
)2
]
. (S23)
The Eq.S22 has the identical form as that of fcc/melt CMI system, however, the anisotropy factor Anˆ of the obco/melt
CMIs has more contents. Despite the fact that Eq.S22 and Eq.S23 are derived for the obco(100)/melt CMI orientation,
they are certainly applicable for obco/omelt CMIs, and other CMI orientations.
C. Supporting Evidences
To verify the validity of the argument that the dynami-
cal evolution of the polarization order parameter profiles
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Fig.S 6. Linear positive correlation of the two instantaneous
interface positions, ξ∗u1(t) and ξ
∗
o(t), extracted from the in-
stantaneous density wave amplitude order parameter profile
u1(z, t) and the polarization density profile o(z, t), respec-
tively. Superscript asterisk denote dimensionless length unit.
Solid line is a linear fit to the data points.
migrates together with the density wave amplitude or-
der parameter profiles. We track both the time evolution
of the interface positions ξu1(t) and ξo(t), which are ex-
tracted from fits of instantaneous density wave amplitude
order parameter profile u1(z, t) and the orientational or-
der parameter (polarization density) profile o(z, t) to hy-
perbolic tangent functions at the same MD time step.
See in Methods for the more details. Fig.S6 represents a
scatter plot of ξu1(t) and ξo(t) for the 500 successive MD
trajectories (each separated with 100 MD time steps) of
an equilibrium obco(100)/melt CMIs, the linear positive
correlation of the ξu1(t) and ξo(t) indicate that the ori-
entational order parameter (polarization density) profile
migrate simultaneously with the density wave amplitude
order parameter profiles.
We provide here an evidence to evaluate one as-
sumption made above (i.e., density waves and the po-
larization do not have a strong coupling effect and
the ferroelectric Landau-Ginzburg free energy terms
could be incorporated linearly) by the calculation
of the cross correlation function between two time
series of instantaneous gradients at interface posi-
tion of the u1(z, t) and o(z, t) profiles. The cross
correlation function employs the conventional Pear-
son’s cross correlation function form, CXY (∆t) =
cov{X(t1), Y (t2)}/(var{X(t1)}var{Y (t2})1/2, ∆t = |t1−
t2|. Here we employ gradient values of the density
wave amplitude order parameter profile and the polar-
ization density profile as X and Y , specifically, X(t) =
0.0
0.2
0.4
0.6
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Fig.S 7. The cross correlation functions, Cu′1o′(∆t) (solid line)
and Cξu1ξo(∆t) (dashed line). ∆t is measured in the reduced
unit.
∂u1(z,t)
∂z |z=ξu1 (t) and Y (t) =
∂o(z,t)
∂z |z=ξo(t), respectively.
As a comparison, we also employ ξu1(t) and ξo(t) as
X(t) and Y (t) to produce a cross correlation between
two interface positions of the two profiles. The results
of Cu′1o′(∆t) and Cξu1ξo(∆t) are plotted in Fig.S7. The
Cξu1ξo(∆t) exhibits an apparent positive correlation with
a reasonable decay, consistent with the finding in Fig.S6.
In contrast, the result of Cu′1o′(∆t) suggests that two
gradients ∂u1(z,t)∂z |z=ξu1 (t) and
∂o(z,t)
∂z |z=ξo(t) are mutually
independent, indicating no evident coupling effect is ob-
served between the ordering fluxes regarding polarization
and density waves.
II. Supporting Information of the Extended
Dipole Model
We employ the Extended Dipole Model[27] (EDM) for
describing dipolar particles. Two opposite point charges
±q are fixed symmetrically at dq/2 from the center of
each particle, so that each particle carries a permanent
dipole moment M=qdq, as shown in Fig.S8. In addition
to the Coulombic interaction, the particles also interact
with a Lennard-Jones (LJ) potential between the particle
centers, U=ULJ + UCoul.. We adopt a modified form of
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LJ pair potential due to Broughton and Gilmer[66],
ULJ(r) =

4
[(
σ
r
)12 − (σr )6]+ C1, r ≤ 2.3σ
C2
(
σ
r
)12
+ C3
(
σ
r
)6
+C4
(
r
σ
)2
+ C5, 2.3σ < r < 2.5σ
0., 2.5σ ≤ r
(S24)
in which, C1=0.016132, C2=3136.6, C3=-68.069,
C4=-0.083312, and C5=0.74689[19, 67]. This modi-
fied form of LJ ensures both the force and the poten-
tial energy go to zero smoothly at 2.5σ. Ballenegger et
al. pointed out that EMD behaves similar to the Stock-
mayer model in describing the dielectric property when
d∗ 6 0.25[27], we shall see below more similarities are
found in the structural and thermodynamics properties.
a3
a2
a1
(a) (b)
(c)
(d)
a3
a2
a3
a2
Fig.S 8. (a) Schematic diagram of the Extended Dipole
Model (EDM) particle, the white arrows show the direction of
the particle dipole moment. (b) The orientationally ordered
(or ferroelectric) body-centered orthorhombic (obco) crystal
structure in three dimensions. The obco crystal structure re-
duces to fcc crystal structure under diminishing polarization
along unit vector yˆ. In this limit, [100], [010] and [001] crys-
tallographic orientations of the obco structure are analogous
to [100], [011¯] and [011](or [01¯1¯]) of the fcc structure, respec-
tively. (c) Top view of the obco structure, particle dipole
moment M∗ =
√
2, a3/a2 = 1.042. (d) Top view of the obco
structure, particle dipole moment M∗ = 2, a3/a2 = 1.135.
It has been recognized that orientational order is
promoted by the strong and anisotropic[68] dipolar in-
teraction among the dipolar particles, and the system
can spontaneously form ferroelectric/ferromagnetic crys-
tal or melt phases for sufficiently large particle dipole
moments[69–74]. We found in the EDM systems with
M∗=1,
√
2, 2, that the stable crystal phase (at low tem-
perature) is the obco crystal rather than a fcc crystal ob-
served in systems with M∗=0, 12 , which is in agreement
with the stable solid phase predicted for the zero pressure
Tab.S V. Summary of the crystal/melt coexistence properties
(number density, axis ratios, and polarization density) for the
five M∗ systems. Numbers in parentheses are 95% confidence
intervals on the last significant figures.
M∗ n∗m n
∗
c a
∗
1 a1/a3 a3/a2 P
∗
m P
∗
c
0 0.830(1) 0.9447(6) 1.618
√
2 1 - -
1/2 0.833(1) 0.9473(4) 1.616
√
2 1 0.000(1) 0.002(1)
1 0.857(1) 0.9689(4) 1.604
√
2 1 0.001(3) 0.003(4)√
2 0.888(1) 1.0095(4) 1.586 1.391 1.042 0.006(9) 0.984(6)
2 0.920(1) 1.0465(3) 1.597 1.370 1.135 1.246(3) 1.792(1)
Stcokmayer system[53]. As shown in the Fig.S8(b), obco
lattice structure consists of three unit cell lengths a1, a2
and a3, and reduces to fcc lattice with a2=a3=a1/
√
2
under diminishing polarization along fcc [011¯]. The axis
ratio a3/a2 increases with the degree of the bulk polar-
ization as illustrated in Fig.S8(c) and (d).
As shown in FIG.1 in the main text, we em-
ploy n=Np/V to locate the region in which crys-
tal/melt coexists, and employ polarization density
P=〈1/V |∑Npi=1 ~Mi|〉 (the summation runs over the ith
particle of the Np dipolar particles in the simulation cell
with volume V ) to monitor the spontaneous polariza-
tion or the orientational order. With increasing particle
dipole moment, the temperature interval of the n hys-
teresis increases, associated with a gradual rising melting
point Tm (see in TABLE.I and FIG.2 in the main text).
For M∗=1 and
√
2, non-zero P at low T corresponds to
the obco crystal phase (throughout this work, we use di-
mensionless reduced units which are denoted with super-
script asterisks. e.g., reduced temperature T ∗=kBT/,
particle dipole moment M∗=M/
√
σ3, density n∗=nσ3,
polarization density P ∗=P
√
/σ3 etc. ). As the temper-
ature is increased, a rapid decrease in P with gradually
decreasing n are found, manifesting the Curie (ferroelec-
tric/paraelectric or ferromagnetic/paramagnetic) phase
transition. High temperature melt phases for all systems
are orientationally disordered with zero P , except for the
case of M∗=2, in which ferroelectric omelt phase man-
ifests by the sudden increase of P as the T is lowered.
Crystal/melt coexistence properties for the five systems
are listed in TabS.V.
III. Supporting Information of the MC Model
Prediction of µ
In the MC (Mikheev and Chernov) model [34] for the
fcc/melt CMI, µ is predicted by the expression as follows,
µMCnˆ =
Lξb
8kBT 2mς1A
MC
nˆ
(S25)
in which, ξb is the correlation length of the liquid cor-
responding to the inverse half-width of the liquid struc-
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ture factor, ς1 is the first set of dissipative time con-
stant defined in Eq.7 in the Methods. The dimensionless
anisotropy factor AMCnˆ is given by,
AMCnˆ =
∑
Kˆi
ξb
∫
dz
∑
~Ki
(
dui
dz
)2 (S26)
in which the length scale
∫
dz
∑
~Ki
(duidz )
2 is further
approximated with the asymptotic exponential decay
length from the linear truncated density functional the-
ory, yielding,
AMCnˆ =
1
8
(
∑
T
(ξb|Kˆi|) 12 +
∑
NT
1∣∣∣Kˆi · nˆ∣∣∣ ) (S27)
where “T” stands for the transverse density waves (with
respect to the CMI orientation nˆ) with Kˆi · nˆ = 0, “NT”
stands for the density waves with non-zero value of (Kˆi ·
nˆ).
ξ∗b for the three fcc/melt CMIs (M
∗=0, 12 , 1) have
nearly identical value of 1.79, so the estimated values of
AMC100 and A
MC
011 also have constant values 1.7 and 2.4,
respectively, over the three M∗ systems. Other input
parameters in the Eq.S25 are listed in the TABLE.I in the
main text. The results of the fcc/melt CMI µ predicted
by the MC model are summarized in TABLE.I together
with the NEMD results as a function of dipole strength.
It is found that the magnitudes of µ predicted by the MC
model are far from being comparable (five times smaller)
with NEMD results, due to its oversimplification of the
density waves across the CMI by neglecting nonlinear
interactions between density waves[24, 25].
IV. Supporting Data for the Validation of the
TDGL Theory
As has been noted by other workers[24, 63, 75], the
magnitudes of the fcc eight principal RLVs lie very close
to k1, k=| ~K〈111〉|≈ k1, whereas the amplitudes of the sec-
ond set of RLVs (k=|~G〈200〉|) are found to lie away from
peaks in the S(k). As seen in Tab.SVI, this connection
between the principal RLV and liquid structure factor
holds perfectly well in the cases of M∗=0, 12 , 1.
V. Supplementary Videos
Movie 1. Animation of the steady-state growth of fcc
crystal of EDM (M∗ = 1) particles along (100) CMI ori-
entation. The undercooling is ∆T ∗ = 0.014. The movie
include 500 successive frames (with 1000 MD time steps
between neighboring frames) corresponding to a total
NEMD simulation length of 500.0 (Lennard-Jones time
unit). The color-coding and the viewpoint are set same
as Fig.2(a) in the main text.
Movie 2. Animation of the steady-state growth of
orientational ordered bco crystal along obco(100) from
the orientational disordered melt phase. M∗ =
√
2. The
undercooling is ∆T ∗ = 0.018. The movie include 500
successive frames (with 1000 MD time steps between
neighboring frames) corresponding to a total NEMD sim-
ulation length of 500.0 (Lennard-Jones time unit). The
color-coding and the viewpoint are set same as Fig.2(b)
in the main text.
Movie 3. Animation of the steady-state growth of ori-
entational ordered bco crystal along obco(100) from the
orientational ordered melt phase. M∗ = 2. The under-
cooling is ∆T ∗ = 0.023. The movie include 500 succes-
sive frames (with 1000 MD time steps between neighbor-
ing frames) corresponding to a total NEMD simulation
length of 500.0 (Lennard-Jones time unit). The color-
coding and the viewpoint are set same as Fig.2(c) in the
main text.
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Tab.S VI. The magnitudes (in reduced units) of the | ~K〈111〉| and |~G〈200〉| corresponding to the eight [111] and six [200] RLVs
of three fcc crystal system (at the corresponding T ∗m), as well as the magnitudes of | ~Kua |, | ~Kub |, | ~Gva | and |~Gvb | corresponding
to the principal and the second set RLVs of the obco crystal systems (at the corresponding T ∗m). Also listed include the
first peak wavenumber values of k1 in the static structure function S(k), and the first peak wavenumber values of q1 in the
dipolar structure response function So(q). The superscript “P” on k and q of the structure factors and the dipolar structure
response functions, stands for the component parallel to the polarization direction. The superscripts “oI” and “om” stand for
the polarization density state of the melt phases.
M∗ | ~K∗〈111〉| |~G∗〈200〉| k∗1
0 6.73 7.77 6.75
1/2 6.73 7.77 6.75
1 6.78 7.83 6.78
M∗ | ~K∗ua | | ~K∗ub | | ~G∗va | | ~G∗vb | kP∗1 [Som(kP)] kP∗1 [SoI(kP)] qP∗1 [Somo (qP)] qP∗1 [SoIo (qP)]√
2 6.79 6.97 7.95 7.92 6.88 7.08 6.88 7.08
2 6.68 7.28 8.16 7.88 7.33 7.33 7.33 7.33
Tab.S VII. The bulk values of the GL order parameter extracted from the GL order parameter profiles. oI indicates the
polarization density for the interface orientationally ordered melt extracted from the o(z) profile.
fcc(100)/melt
M∗ uc um uac uam vbc vbm
0 0.85 0.02 0.80 0.01 0.80 0.02
1/2 0.85 0.02 0.80 0.01 0.80 0.02
1 0.85 0.02 0.80 0.01 0.80 0.02
fcc(011)/melt
M∗ uac uam ubc ubm vac vam vbc vbm
0 0.85 0.03 0.85 0.02 0.80 0.02 0.80 0.01
1/2 0.85 0.03 0.85 0.02 0.80 0.02 0.80 0.01
1 0.85 0.03 0.85 0.02 0.80 0.02 0.80 0.01
obco100/(o)melt
M∗ uac uam ubc ubm vac vam vbc vbm oc om oI√
2 0.85 0.03 0.85 0.02 0.80 0.01 0.80 0.02 0.98 0.01 0.50
2 0.85 0.02 0.82 0.02 0.80 0.01 0.80 0.02 1.79 1.25 1.40
obco001/(o)melt
M∗ uac uam ubc ubm vac vam vbc vbm oc om oI√
2 0.85 0.03 0.85 0.02 0.80 0.02 0.80 0.01 0.99 0.01 0.50
2 0.85 0.03 0.82 0.02 0.80 0.02 0.76 0.01 1.79 1.25 1.40
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Fig. S3 . The reduced order parameter profiles for all CMIs computed from the equilibrium MD simulations using Eq.4 and
Eq.5 (in the Methods) with the ~K and ~G RLV subsets listed in Tab.SIII and Tab.SIV. The z coordinate is measured relative
to ξ(t), z∗ < 0 for melt and z∗ > 0 for crystal.
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Tab.S VIII. Summary of the input parameters for calculating dissipative time constants based on Eq.7, Eq.8 and Eq.12 in the
Methods. (i) The density wave relaxation times and the orientational relaxation times, measured from the dynamic structure
factors and dipolar structure response functions. (ii) The static structure factors at wavenumbers equal to the magnitudes
of RLVs listed in Tab.SVI, and the static dipolar structure response function at wavenumber of the first peak. It is known
that the frequency width at half-max of the dynamic structure factor S(k, ω) has a minimum at the k value corresponding
to the first peak k1 in the static structure function S(k), e.g. shown by the inelastic neutron scattering experiments carried
out by Cohen et al.[76]. For example, M∗=0 system, our result is consistent with the findings of inelastic neutron scattering
experiments, e.g., τ∗(| ~K〈111〉|) is 2.7 times greater than τ∗(|~G〈200〉|). However, the two DTCs (ς∗1 = τ∗(| ~K〈111〉|)/S(| ~K〈111〉|)
and ς∗2 = τ
∗(|~G〈200〉|)/S(| ~G〈200〉|)) are found to have the identical value, which is a consequence that S(| ~K〈111〉|) is also around
2.7 times greater than S(|~G〈200〉|).
M∗ τ∗(| ~K∗〈111〉|) S(| ~K∗〈111〉|) τ∗(| ~G∗〈200〉|) S(| ~G∗〈200〉|)
0 1.22(3) 2.80(5) 0.45(3) 1.02(4)
1/2 1.22(4) 2.80(5) 0.44(2) 1.02(3)
1 1.25(3) 2.80(5) 0.50(2) 1.00(3)
M∗ τom∗(| ~K∗ua |) τom∗(| ~K∗ub |) τom∗(|~G∗va |) τom∗(|~G∗vb |) τom∗o (qP1 ) Som(| ~K∗ua |) Som(| ~K∗ub |) Som(|~G∗va |) Som(|~G∗vb |) Somo (qP1 )√
2 1.27(2) 1.28(3) 0.53(1) 0.53(2) 0.53(4) 2.57(5) 2.85(7) 1.09(2) 1.09(2) 1.30(7)
2 0.66(2) 1.10(4) 0.48(1) 0.56(3) 1.21(5) 1.58(3) 3.18(8) 1.09(2) 1.46(5) 7.1(2)
M∗ τoI∗(| ~K∗ua |) τoI∗(| ~K∗ub |) τoI∗(|~G∗va |) τoI∗(|~G∗vb |) τoI∗o (qP1 ) SoI(| ~K∗ua |) SoI(| ~K∗ub |) SoI(|~G∗va |) SoI(| ~G∗vb |) SoIo (qP1 )√
2 1.15(3) 1.33(4) 0.59(1) 0.59(1) 1.30(3) 2.41(6) 2.81(5) 1.18(2) 1.18(2) 2.00(8)
2 0.58(2) 1.27(5) 0.47(2) 0.63(2) 1.27(6) 1.33(5) 3.60(8) 1.06(2) 1.52(2) 10.1(3)
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Fig. S4 . (a) The static structure factor S(k) of the (M∗ = 0) melt phase at T ∗m(M
∗ = 0). The gray and green points on the
S(k) curve correspond to the wavenumber equals | ~K∗〈111〉| and |~G∗〈200〉|, respectively. (b) The density wave relaxation times,
τ∗(| ~K∗〈111〉|) and τ∗(| ~G∗〈200〉|), are determined from the dynamic structure factors (normalized by their zero frequency values)
for the same melt phases in (a), under constant wavenumber k∗ = | ~K∗〈111〉| and k∗ = | ~G∗〈200〉|.
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Fig. S5 . Panel (a) and (c), the static structure factors (component parallel to the polarization direction, “P”) of the (M∗=
√
2,
2) melt phases at polarization density of oI and T
∗
m. The circles on the structure factor curves correspond to the wave numbers
with the same magnitudes of RLVs listed in the Table.SII. Panel (b) and (d), the static dipolar structure response functions
(component parallel to the polarization direction, “P”) for the same melt phases in (a) and (c). SoI∗o (qP1 ) is the maximum value
at the wavenumber of the first peak q1 = q
P
1 .
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Fig. S6 . Panel (a) and (c), the normalized dynamic structure factors (component parallel to the polarization direction,
“P”) of the (M∗=
√
2, 2) melt phases at polarization density of oI and T
∗
m. The inverse x-axis values (1/ω) for the circles
labeled with “I”, “II”, “III” and “IV” correspond to the density wave relaxation times τoI∗(| ~Kua |), τoI∗(| ~Kub |), τoI∗(|~Gva |) and
τoI∗(|~Gvb |), respectively. Panel (b) and (d), the normalized dynamic dipolar structure response functions (component parallel
to the polarization direction, “P”) for the same melt phases in (a) and (c). The corresponding orientational relaxation time
scales, τoI∗o (qP1 ) are also labeled out.
